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OEAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of the Stud~ 
This thesis is a study of fifteen veterans with com~ 
plaints of stomach disorder assigned for social casework 
treatment at the Boston Veterans Administration Mental Hy-
g_iene Service • . Its purpose is to explore the characteris-
tics of these psychiatric patients, who gave nausea and 
vomiting as their predominant somatic complaints, and the 
way they functioned in casework treatment. 
Patients with psychophysiologic gastrointestinal 
reactions are found with regularity in mental hygiene clin-
ics and it is generally observed that the symptoms produced 
by these reactions can severely disturb a person's social 
adjustment. Social workers have an interest in the cause 
and treatment of all emotional disorders, particularly as 
these bear on their own role in treatment. A study concern-
ing itself with the way these fifteen patients functioned 
in casework treatment is in keeping with this interest. 
As far as the writer could determine a study of this 
kind has not been attempted. Much has been written in text-
books and periodicals concerning the psychosomatic concept 
of gastrointestinal illness but the material has not dealt 
specifically with the social casework treatment which is 
the main focus of this study. 
1. 
The questions raised with re gard to this study were 
as follows: 
1. How did the patient present his request and 
complaints at intake? 
2. What were the principal problem areas discussed 
in treatment? 
3. What were the treatment goals and methods ? 
4. How was casework treatment helpful? 
Selection of the Sample 
The sample of fifteen cases is a random sample from 
the total number of closed cases of patients with this com-
plaint who were in treatment at the clinic between the years 
These patients had all been in treatment li 1952 and 1955. 
II for not less than seven hours with a social worker to allow 
h sufficient time to develop a casework relationship . 
Owing to the lack of an indexed filing system it was 
necessary to review approximately a thousand cases in the 
nclosed files 11 of the Mental Hygiene Service. From these 
were listed all male patients who had been accepted and as-
signed for treatment to a psychiatric social worker with a 
diagnosis specified at intake as psychophysiologic gastro-
intestinal reaction. This listing gave nine ty-one cases. 
In addition, the following criteria were set up : 1) that 
the diagnosis made had been manifested primarily by symptoms 
of nausea and vomiting ; 2) that there was an absence of 
organic complications; and 3) that the administering of 
2. 
medication was ineffective. From forty-five cases that met 
these criteria a random sample of fifteen cases was selected 
for the study. The forty-five cases were arranged in the 
order of the date of application to the clinic, and every 
third case was selected. 
Ivlethod 
A schedule was devised to extract the data (see Appen-
dix) from intake interviews of both social workers and pay-
chiatrists, and from the recordings of treatment interviews. 
The schedule covered the following areas: personal and 
social characteristics, intake data, problems in current in-
terpersonal relationships, and the use of treatment. 
Limitations 
There were limitations to this study. These includ-
ed the small number of cases that it was possible to study 
within the time available, and the level of the writer's 
j knowledge as a student. A serious limitation was inadequate 
" information as to the worker's role in the case because of 
II the lack of sufficient recording. It was also found that 
the types of data that were available in the records seldom 
disclosed the results of supervisory and psychiatric con-
ferences as related to the formulation of treatment goals 
and methods which made it necessary to arrive at these con-
elusions on the basis of what was available in the records; 
although in some cases it was possible to discuss the case 
3. 
material with supervisors and psychiatrists. 
The Mental Hygiene Service of the Veterans Adminis-
tration Boston Re gional Of f ice, was established in 11-iarch, 
1946, for treatment of legally qualified and med ically fea-
1 
sible veterans with mental and nervous illnesses, "to alle-
11 viate minor neuropsychiatric illnesses, prevent the develop-
I 
ment of more serious illness and consequently r educe the 
2 
number of veterans requiring hospitalization." 
The selective service examinations of World War II 
II pointed out the tremendous number of men unsuitable for mili-
11 
II 
tary service for psychiatric reasons. Many men considered 
mentally healthy developed psychiatric disorders under the 
excessive stress and strain of war. Large numbers received 
psychiatric treatment while in the service, while equally 
large numbers showing poor personality development and in 
3 
need of treatment managed to carry on without it . Faced with 
the tremendous problem of caring for these veterans dis-
1 
Manual, Mental Hygiene Service, Veterans Adminis-
tration, Boston Re gional Office, June 1950. 
2 
Veterans Administration, Circular No. 169 , July 15, 
1946, Section 11. 
3 
Morris H. Adler, Arthur F . Valenstein, and Joseph 
Michaels, "A Mental Hygiene Clinic, Its Organization and 
Operation," The Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, 
vol. 110 (December, 1949), p . 518. 
4. 
charged with psychiatric disabilities, the Veterans Admin-
istration launched its mental hygiene service program in 
1945. 
Thus, for the first time, there wa s provided a large 
scale treatment program in outpatient psychiatry, 
reaching into all corners of the Nation, with enough 
of a case load, and enough inter-clinic comparability, 
to permit valid conclusions about methods and results 
in mental hygiene practice. ·rh.e V .A. mental hygiene 
service is a pacemaker in outpatient psychiatry. 
The treatment of veterans with neuropsychiatric dis-
abilities is the primary task of these clinics. The main 
goal is to keep the veteran out of a ps ychiatric hospital 
and functioning at his optimum level. 
To accomplish this task the "team" approach is em-
ployed. Psychiatrists, psychiatric social workers, and 
clinical psychologists in varying numbers depending upon 
the size of the clinic make up its staff. They constitute 
the team. However, there is a diff erence between what is 
meant by a team in the V.A. and in child guidance clinics, 
where the term originated. The child guidance a pproach 
generally necessitated more than one thera pist since both 
the child and his parents were involved in the treatment. 
Thus the word team referred to their combined efforts direct-
ed towards the family group . Close teamwork was required. 
I 
De~artment of Medicine and Surgery Information· 
Bulletin,Psychiatry, Neurology, and Psychology In the 
Veterans Administration," lB 10-22 (l\llay 9 , 1953), p . 11. 
5. 
In the psychotherapy practiced in a mental hygiene clinic 
for adult veterans the team concept assumes a diff erent 
meaning. The relationship between the therapist and the 
patient is of utmost importance in these clinics. The team 
concept in the V.A. means this: the patient is assigned to 
a member of a discipline who by his particular skil l s and 
training appears best able to· meet his needs. The psychi-
atric social worker and the psychologist generally handle 
those problems centering about conscious reality situations. 
The psychiatrist works with the more serious, deeper unconsc-
ious problems. Frequent consultation and discussion of 
treatment methods, progress, and evaluation are held between 
the various disciplines. Thus, the disciplines pool their 
s pecific knowledge and techniques and concentrate as a team 
upon the problems of a particular person although one in-
5 
d ividual remains the therapist. An obvious advantage in this 
method over the private psychiatrist are the services of 
the psychologist and the social worker which the private 
practitioner would lack. 
The problem of the proper disposition of patients 
asking for help is the r es ponsibility of the intake process. 
As a rule it is the social worke r who sees the prospective 
patient at intake and this is where trea tment starts: 
5 
Adler, Valenstein, and Michaels, op . cit., p . 524. 
6. 
His activity begins at the intake level through the 
acquiring of a dynamic social history, interpreting 
the clinic to the veteran and helping him to accegt 
the treatment offered in relation to his problem. 
At the next step in intake a psychiatrist sees the 
patient. His concentration is upon the patient's emotion-
al adjustment and his potentialities for treatment. On the 
basis of the psychiatrist's evaluation the patient is re-
jected for treatment, referred for casework treatment, re-
ferred for group therapy, or referred for dispensary med-
7 
ication. 
When treatment is decided upon as the course of ac-
tion, the primary responsibility for the selection of a 
therapi~t that he feels is best qualified to meet the needs 
of the patient. 
The psychiatric social worker's role in treatment 
in a mental hygiene clinic calls upon him to utilize meth-
ods and t e chniques found in casework. with casework as his 
-base the social worker focuses upon the reality factors in 
the patient's situation and his relation to them. The over-
all objective is to help the veteran bring to bear the most 
effective use of his resources in eliminating the effects of 
his maladjustment. However, the psychiatric social worker 
6 
Department of Medicine and Surgery, Social Service 
Pros ram, V.A., 1953. 
7 
Adler, Valenstein, and Michaels, op . cit., p . 528. 
7. 
': · 
must remember that his treatment is dire cted toward limited 
goals for the emphasis is always upon the current reality 
8 
situation. 
The V.A. Mental Hygiene Service also serves as an 
extensive training ground for residents in psychiatry, pay-
II chology and social work These trainees whenever possible ~ are giv~n ample opportun~ty to deal directly with the pa-
'1 I 
tients. At all times they are benefited by a system of sup-
ervisory conferences with an immediate casework supervisor 
1n the worker's own discipline, and psychiatric consultation 
with a psychiatrist. 
8 
De~artment of Medicine and Surgery Information 
Bulletin, Psychiatry, Neurology, and Psychology In the 
Veterans Administration," lB 10-22 (Iviay 9 , 1953), p. 37. 
8. 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
The Psychosomatic Concept 
of Gastrointestinal Illness 
Doctor Franz Alexander and his co-workers in Chicago 
studied the psychological structure and life situations of 
patients suffering from functional disorders of the gastro-
intestinal tract. They found that because of its three 
major functions of t aking in, retaining , and eliminating it 
was especially suitable for the expression of these three 
elementary emotional tendencies, particularly if their nor-
mal expression through the voluntary motor system was in-
hibited. They found some correlation between certain per-
sonality trends and different disturbances of the gastro-
1 
intestinal tract. 
It was observed in this study that these people wish 
to remain in the dependent infantile situation to be loved 
and cared for, but that this is in conflict with the adult 
ego's pride and aspiration for independence, accomplishment, 
and self-sufficiency. These conflicting elements tend to 
reinforce each other in a characteristic way. In overt be-
havior these patients show an exaggerated, aggressive, am-
bitious, independent attitude. They do not like to accept 
l 
Franz Alexander, et al, Studies In Psychosomatic 
Medicine, p . 103. 
9. 
help and burden themselves with all kinds of responsibil-
ities. This was seen as a reaction to their extreme but un-
conscious dependence. The continuous struggle and excess-
ive responsibilities reinforce the wish for a dependent re-
lationship . These patients carefully hide this ciependent 
attitude from themselves and repress it so that it cannot 
find expression in overt behavior in personal relations. 
Conversely, many of these patients are overtly dependent, 
demanding and disgruntled. In these people the dependent 
tendencies are frustrated by external circumstances. When 
these desires cannot find gratification in human relation-
ships a chronic emotional stimulus is created which has a 
2 
specific effect upon the functions of the stomach. Alex-
ander cites a study done by B. Mittleman and H. G. Wolff in 
which they induced acute emotional disturbances in normal 
individuals and patients suffering with stomach symptoms. 
They observed an increase in hydrochloric acid, mucus, and 
pepsin in all cases but this was more pronounced in the 
pathological group . The authors described this as anxiety, 
insecurity, guilt, and frustration. They observed also that 
in situations which engendered ~eelings o~ emotional securi-
ty and assurance the gastric function was restored to 
2 
Franz Alexander, Psychosomatic Medicine - Its 
Principles and Application, pp. 102-103. 
10. 
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3 
norma l. 
Alexander further indicates that in nervous vomiting 
the incorporated food is expelled because of some emotional 
conflict usually involving intense feelings of guilt, mo-
tivated by a ggressive, grabbing , incorporating tendencies. 
The vomiting becomes an expression of guilt feelings aroused 
by these wishes. It expresses the tendency to return that 
which the patient incorporates in his unconscious fantasies. 
He goes on to say that vomiting must be considered as only 
one manifestation of a general psychoneurotic disturbance. 
He says that the symptoms alone can be combatted by sugges-
tion, r e st cures, and medication but that these do not eli-
minate the cause. Thus the aims of psychotherapy are to 
bring into consciousness the repressed emotional tensions, 
permitting them to find adequate and acceptable expression 
4 
in human relationships. 
Social Work Treatment Goals 
With Patients Having Somatic Symptoms 
Many times an individual may express his emotional 
conflicts through somatic symptoms. Often external environ-
mental. pressures seem to aggravate these symptoms. Since 
the patient's conflic t is on the unconscious level, he is 
3 
Ibid., p . 108 . 
4 
Ibid. I p. 97. 
11 • . 
not usually aware of a relationship between the external 
pressures and the symptoms. 
There is an inter-relationship between bodily func-
tions and emotions which represents the need for 
a somatic expression of an individual's feelings 
which he cannot express or does not want to express 
in another way. An organ neurosis is the patho-
logical, psychosomatic expression of this inter-
relationship . It is a necessary expression of a 
neurotic conflict in terms of an organic disorder 
which has an. inevitably s pecific character.5 
In the casework treatment of patients with somatic 
symptoms it is generally observed that the nature of the 
help the social worker is prepared to offer is not directed 
to a total pe rsonality change as is that of the psychiatrist. 
Social work has its own pa rticular goals of helping the 
patient adjust suc cessfully to the problems of his reality 
situation. Because of the inadequate ego structure of the 
patient and the nature of his defenses, the social worker 
sets limited goals in hi~ treatment to the extent of help -
ing him only to understand his own involvement and to rec;,. 
ognize the stress situations which create anxiety, conflict, 
and hostility, in order to help him make a better adjust-
ment to his environment. In order to accomplish these goals 
supportive therapy together with clarification is generally 
5 
Felix Deutch, "Social Service and Psychosomatic 
Medicine," Bulletin of American Association of Medical 
Social ·workers, vol. 11 (April 1940), p . 10. 
12. 
6 
utilized with these patients and can be of great benefit. 
A discussion of the techniques of casework seems appropriate 
at this point to illustrate more clearly the use of support 
and clarification in casework treatment. 
The Techniques of Casework 
There have been many classifications of casework 
treatment over the years. Some were acceptable to social 
workers while others have been lacking in some respect to 
describe adequately means or methods of treatment. Four 
terms which are generally used to describe techniques of 
treatment are: environmental modification, psychological 
7 
support, clarification, and insight development. 
Environmental Modification. This term as used by Florence 
Hollis refers to the changes made in the physical, social, 
or human environment of the client as the result of the 
direct action of the worker to produce these effects. Ex-
amples of this technique would be securing medical treat-
ment for a client unable to afford it, finding a foster home 
for a neglected child, modifying attitudes of a teacher 
towards a child client, intervening with an employer in be-
half of a client or giving financial assistance when it is 
6 
Melita Sperling, Specialized Techniques in 
Psychotherapy, p. 210. 
7 
Florence Hollis, "The Techniques of Casework," 
Journal of Social Casework, vol. 30 (June, 1949), p. 236. 
13. 
8 
needed. 
A somewhat different and broader meaning of environ-
mental modification is given by Bibring . She states that 
after listening to and observing the client .we may use our 
understanding of his personality structure, his patterns of 
behavior, his needs and conflicts, and the defenses he uses 
in various ways. The worker may suggest what steps may help 
the client cope with his problem; ; or he may plan with the 
client his emotional, professional, and recreational activ-
ities; or he may give advice to the people in the client's 
environment; or he may modify his own attitude to the cli-
ent's problems; or he may attempt to produce attitudes in 
9 
the client which might cause his adjustive change. This is 
a somewhat broader concept of environmental modification 
than that of Hollis and would include more activities of the 
worker under the term. 
Regardless of what is included under this technique 
of casework all authors a gree that environmental modifica-
tion by the worker takes place only when the stresse s upon 
the client are beyond his control. If the client is capable 
of making changes himself, then it is advantageous for him 
to be allowed to do so. 
8 
Ibid. 
9 
Grete L. Bibring , 11 Psychiatry and Social Work," 
Journal of Social Casework, vol. 28 (June 1947), p . 205. 
14. 
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At the other extreme are the cases in which the ego 
is so weak that there is little hope of effecting a change. 
With these people, threatening feelings are not explaine d 
nor traced back to their or i gin. Their anxiety is reduced 
by the protection provided by the worker. The goal with 
these clients is to strengthen the defenses they do have 
and to help them to function at their best level seeking to 
12 
prevent any regression to a lower level of a d justment. 
Clarification. In close association with psychological 
support, clarification is generally employed. Its goal is 
the client's unde rstanding of himself and his environment. 
Clarifica tion aims at increasing the client's capacity to 
see reality as it is and to understand his own feelings, 
emotions, and behavior. Clarification is directed at fully 
conscious factors. Hence it would a ppear that this tech-
nique is particularly a pplicable to clients who have es-
tablished a good casework relationship with the worker. 
Clarification consists in giving the client information he 
does not possess and tha t he needs to function more ade-
quately. It includes matters like helping the client see 
all the alte rnative s in a decision, to understand correct-
ly the att itudes and behavior of people toward him, to e-
valuate correctly the results of his a ctions, and to rec-
ognize the probable results of his future actions. The 
12Ibid. 
16. 
worker ac complishes this by listening to the client's ver-
balizations and commenting , asking questions or pointing 
out the inconsistencies and inappropriate emotions. The 
i dea is to help the client to think more clearly, to react 
13 
more realistically, and to plan more prudently. 
Insight Development. The technique of insight development 
attempts to give the patient an understanding of his feel-
ings, emotions and behavior on a deeper level than clari-
fication. There is much difference of opinion as to wheth-
er a caseworker has the training and experience to deal 
with deeper emotionally charged material. Out of this has 
come the question of where does casework end and psychiatry 
begin in the treatment of emotionally disturbed patients. 
Because it is the tendency for emotionally malad-
justed persons to react to present situations with the same 
feelings and attitudes they had in past situations, they 
can only understand the present when they understand the 
past and its influence on the present. To gain this end 
is the goal of insight. When the patient fre e ly brings out 
current and past emotions and feelings in the treatment 
setting , inconsistencies, errors and misconceptions come 
to the surface and can be seen and recognized by the patient 
13 
Hollis, op . cit., p. 240. 
17. 
with the help of the worker. With this understanding of 
himself and his situation the client can separate his past 
and his present and react more realistically to current 
14 
events. 
When insight. development is used in treatment, clari-
fication and psychological support are used in conjunction 
with it. 
It is important to understand that the successful 
use of these casework techniques depends on the worker-
client relationship. The worker must develop an atmosphere 
in which the client feels accepted and his needs recognized. 
Casework is then carried on through the interview in which 
this relationship is embodied. The establishment, main-
tenance, and constructive use of relationship is a skilled 
process. Its major components are the acceptance of the 
individual's personality with its uniqueness, recognition 
of the client's right to choose for himself and the ack-
nowledgement of the client's limitations. During life a 
person experiences many relationships, all of which affect 
him. The casework relationship differs from these rela-
tionsh1ps in which each person expects to gain something 
for himself. It is characterized by the fact that without 
14 
Lois Meredith French, Psychiatric Social Work, 
p. 199. 
18. 
interfering with the client's freedom of choice it is de-
signed to serve him to the exclusion of any benefit to the 
15 
worker. 
15 
Swithin Bowers, "The Nature and Definition of 
Social Casework," Journal of Social Casework, vol. 30 
(December 1949), p. 415. 
19. 
CHAPTER III 
THE FIFTEEN VETERANS 
THEIR PROBLEMS AND TREATI-lliNT 
Personal and Social Data 
Age is an important factor in the treatment of 
emotionally disturbed patients. In general, the treatment 
of older patients is considered less hopeful than the treat-
ment of younger patients inasmuch as their patterns of be-
havior tend to be more rigidly fixed and resistant to mod -
ification. As shown in Table 1 the majority of the patients 
in the group studied were young with only three of them 
falling into the a ge group thirty-five and over. 
Age in Years 
25-29 
30-34 
35-39 
40-44 
45-49 
TABLE 1 
AGE OF PATIENTS AT I NTAKE 
No. of Patients 
Total 
5 
7 
2 
0 
1 
15 
Owing to the lack of information in the records 
not possible to describe the religion nor the nation-
20. 
a+ origin of these patients. 
The educational level of this group is shown in Table 
2. Of twe lve for whom informati on was available one had 
completed one year of college but left because of finan-
cial reasons. Seven had graduated from high school. Four 
had attended gramma r school only. 
TABLE 2 
EDUCATI ON OF THE FI FTEEN PATIENTS 
Education 
More than high school 
High school graduation 
Less than high s chool 
Unknown 
Total 
No. of Patients 
1 
7 
4 
l 
15 
Eleven had been married for not less than four years. 
There were no indications that they were ever divorced, and 
they were all living with their wives. Four were single 
and living with their own families; two of these lived with 
both parents and two lived with mothers only. Of the two 
living with both parents one had a younger brother at home. 
Of the two living with mothers only one had an older sister 
at home and the other had a younger brother and older sis-
ter at home. 
21. 
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Four had served in the armed forces during the 
Korean Conflict and eleven had served in World War II. All 
branches of the service were represented, which included 
the Army, Navy, Air Force, and .i:>larine Corps • One of the 
Korean veterans had been overseas and had been engaged in 
actual combat. Ei ght of the World War II veterans had been 
overseas with three of them having experienced actual com-
bat. 
With r es pect to sibling position, three were only 
children. Four were middle children in families of from 
eight to four. Four were the youn gest children in families 
of from five to two. Information was not available in four 
cases. 
The employment status of this group is shown in 
Table 3. Of the fifteen three were employed as white coll-
ar workers. These were a policeman, a clerk in a bank, and 
a salesman. Four were s killed workers. This group repre-
sented two machinists, a welder , and a telephone repairman. 
Three were semi-skilled workers. These were two truck-
drivers, and a shipyard worker. Three were unskilled wor-
kers. These were all laborers. The remaining two were un-
employed. 
Seven of the employed group had good work records 
before entering the service but their employment became 
sporadic after their discharge. Four had changed jobs about 
22. 
TABLE 3 
E1Ji1PLOYYD:!:NT 
Category No. of Patients 
White collar 3 
Skilled 4 
Semi-skilled 3 
Unskilled 3 
Unemployed 2 
Total 15 
ever.y two years. Two had held the same jobs over a long 
period of time, but it was notable in these cases that their 
jobs required little supervision. The two who were unem-
ployed had previously changed jobs frequently feeling that 
they were "restless 11 or could not "settle down". During 
treatment these two returned to the same type of work. One 
was a factory worker and the other an auto mechanic. 
The financial status of this group was adequate. In 
addition to their wages all fifteen were receiving disabil-
ity compensation from the Veterans Administration for psy-
chiatric disabilities. Eight were thirty per cent dis-
abled and were receiving i 4o per month. l''ive were twenty 
per cent disabled and were receiving $27 per _month. Two 
were ten per cent disabled and were receiving $13.50 per 
month. 
23. 
The Fifteen Patients at Intake 
The patient's approach to the clinic and the way he 
is received at intake is of considerable importance. This 
is especially true when they come in on referral from other 
sources because motivation for treatment is considered 
doubtful. According to Table 4, of the fifteen patients 
ten were referred to the clinic from the Medical Department 
where they had gone for medication. Two were referred after 
medicotherapy had proved ineffective and after having been 
sent to the neuropsychiatric clinic for further investiga-
tion of their complaints. These two were subsequently re-
ferred to the Mental Hygiene Service after negative organic : 
findings were made. The remaining three were self-referrals. 
One of these had come directly to- the clinic through the 
advice of his own physician and the other two had had earl-
ier contacts with the clinic. These latter three were well 
motivated for treatment at intake. 
TABLE 4 
REFERRAL SOURCES 
Sources 
V.A. Outpatient Medical Department 
V.A. Neuropsychiatric Clinic 
Self 
Total 
No. of Patients 
10 
2 
__2_ 
15 
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At intake all but two p~esented a variety of somatic 
complaints outside of nausea and vomiting . Five had head-
aches; four stated that they could not fall asleep at night; 
one experienced dizziness; one complained of chest pain; 
and two complained of general fati gue with reasons unknown. 
At intake feelings about the patient's symptoms and 
the stresses that might be operating at the time are gen-
erally discussed with him. In regard to the origin of their 
symptoms, eleven simply related them in a vague way as be-
ginning during or right after their service experience, and 
they felt that the service was responsible for their present 
status. Information regarding this was not available in the 
four remaining cases. In three of the eleven cases in which 
information was available the -patients were able to connect; 
in some way their stomach symptoms with life situations and 
their reactions to them. One remembered having stomach 
pains whenever he had to take orders in the army from those 
in authority. He would have them at ot her times when he 
argued with his mother with whom he continued to live and 
whenever his foreman on the job would have to order him to 
do someth ins . Another state d that he hated army officers 
so much that he would vomit as a result of these feelings. 
He remembered also that while attending college he experi-
enced his symptoms in relation to his professors. A third 
stated he would experience nausea when his boss would have 
25. 
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to correct a mistake he had made on the job. He also re-
membered vomiting after attending s porting events with large 
gatherings of people or after riding in a subway car. In 
eight of these eleven cases there was no under s tanding at 
all of the possible connection between stressful situations 
in which they found themselve s and t he ons et of their s ymp-
toms. In three of these eleven cases, however, the patient 
insisted that he had an ulcer although x-ray findings were 
negative. 
It was quite apparent in all fifteen cases after 
treatment had begun that situations which provoked anger, 1, 
resentment, and disappointment were followed by stomach 
symptoms. 
Table 5 indicates the requests made at intake by the 
fifteen patients. It wa s interesting to note that although 
the requests the ten patients had made for medical treatment 
were not granted at intake they did accept casework. treat-
ment at the clinic. These ten had made the following re-
quests at intake: 
1 Pills to take for his ulcer. 
1 Medicine so he wouldn't throw up. 
3 X-ra.ys and blood test. 
1 Medicine to make him sleep at night. 
2 Medicine for nerves. 
2 Physical examinations to see what's wrong . 
The three who requested psychiatric treatment made 
the following comments at intake: 
= 
"I came for therapy because I had it in the ser-
vice and it helped. 11 
11 IIIiy doctor told me there 1 s nothing physically 
wrong with. me and it 1 s all emotional." 
"Iviedicine hasn 1 t helped so I 1 11 try this psychi-
atric help. 11 
The two who requested help but did not specify had 
been referred by the neuropsychiatric clinic: 
. --
11I was sent here for some kind of treatment." 
11 They told me upstairs I should come here." 
TABLE 5 
RE·~UESTS l.VIADE AT INTAKE 
Request No. of Patients 
Iviedical treatment 10 
Psychiatric treatment 3 
Treatment but not specified 2 
Total 15 
Table 6 lists the diagnostic classifications of this 
group and indicates that the majority of these patients were 
quite disturbed. These diagnoses were based on psychiatric 
evaluation at intake by a psychiatrist and remained essen-
tially the same throughout treatment although thirteen 
patients of this group were finally d ischarged as improved. 
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TABLE 6 
DIAGNOSTIC CLASSIFI CATI ONS 
Diagnoses at Intake 
Psychoneurotic 
Personality disorders 
B~rderline psychotic 
Total 
No. of Patients 
8 
5 
2 
15 
Eight were diagnosed as having a psychoneuroti c dis-
order. This group did not show gross distortion of reality 
situations nor gros s disorganization of the personality. 
"Anxiety" is produced in these cases from within the per-
sonality by such a ggressive impulses as hostility and re-
1 
sentment. 
Five were diagnosed as having a personality dis-
order. This category a pplies to individuals who are un-
able to maintain their emotional equilibrium and independ-
ence under minor or major stress because of disturbances 
2 
in emotiona l development. 
l 
American Psychiatric Association Mental Hospital 
Service, Mental Disorders, p . 31. 
2 
Ibid., p . 34 . 
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Two were diagnosed "borderline psychoticu. ;rhis cate-
gory refers to individuals with a mild degree of personal-
ity disintegration and failure to test and evaluate correct-
ly external reality in various areas. They find it diffi-
cult to relate themselves effectively to other people or 
3 
to their own work. 
Table 7 shows the attitude toward treatment by the 
fifteen patients at intake. Of the fifteen only three ac~ 
cepted the idea that his physical symptoms might be associ-
ated with psychogenic factors and expressed interest in 
psychotherapy. These three were the self-referrals. The 
ten who were referred from the outpatient medical depart-
ment showed partial acceptance of treatment. They felt 
there was some connection between their symptoms and emo-
tiona but were uncertain as to whether psychiatric treat-
ment or "talk 11 would help . It appeared difficult for them 
to give up the idea of an organic basis for their illness, 
or they were somewhat fearful of what treatment would in-
volve. They said they would try. Two showed resistance 
to treatment in the clinic but said they would try anything. 
These two had been referred by the neuropsychiatric clinic. 
They were very resistant to the idea that their symptoms 
were due to emotional causes. 
3 
Ibid. , p. 24. 
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TABLE 7 
ATTITUDE TOWARD TREATMENT AT INTAKE 
Attitude Toward Treatment 
Interested in treatment 
Partial interest in treatment 
Resistance to treatment 
Total 
No. of Patients 
3 
10 
2 
15 
Problems in Current Interpersonal Relationships 
Table 8 indicates that the problems discussed in 
treatment by this total group dealt with situations in their 
current interpersonal relationships that produced tensions. 
·These included employment, marital (including children), and 
social situations. In eleven cases the principal problems 
discussed were concerned with interpersonal relationship s 
in employment. In four cases marital di~ficulties were dis-
cussed primarily. In ten cases of the total group problems 
in regard to other social contacts were also discussed but 
to a lesser degree. 
It is not surprising that the majority of the patients 
in this group discussed primarily problems in their employ-
ment since employment represents, perhaps, the most import-
ant part of· these patients' lives and where personal con-
n 
3.'0. 
'I 
l 
tacts can hardly be avoided by them. Seven of the eleven 
TABLE 8 
PROBLEMS IN CURRENT INTERPERS ONAL RELA'riONSHI PS 
THAT PRODUCED TENSIONS 
Problem 
Employment 
Marital (including children ) 
Other social contacts 
No. of Patients 
11 
4 
__1Q_ 
patients who discussed employment showed overt aggressive-
ness toward their cor workers primarily their foremen, while 
the remaining four indicated a suppression of their hostile 
feelings and not being able to verbalize their anger. In 
both situations, however, it was apparent that stomach symp-
toms resulted from t he guilt these patients had around these 
hostile feelings either verbalized or suppressed. Signifi-
cant comments were: 
" That lla.y boss got me so mad one day that I 
just had to tell him off. I came 'damn' near 
punching him in the :nose.n 
n I always have to shove things down those guys _' 
throats on the job. They never believe me." 
Comments in regard to suppre ssed hostility were: 
"Everybbdy takes me for a · 'sucker' on the job. 
They are always 'riding' me. Instead of lett-
ing them 'have it' back I work harder. Then 
I get sick. 11 
"Bosses are like the officers I had in the ser-
vice 'chicken'. I hate them for it. I feel 
sorry for them." 
In four cases difficulties with wives and children 
II were the principal problems discussed during treatment. 
jl Here again hostility took the form of being acted out or 
I apparently repressed. In two of these cases a dependent 
hostile relationship was evident with repressed feelings: 
"1/f.y wife handles the kids and makes all the 
decisions. The kids always go to her for ad-
vice, but I don't mind." 
"I'm. af'ra.id to go out and me.et people unless my 
wife is with me. I need her to lean on." 
In the two remaining cases aggressiveness was shown toward 
the wives and children. In one of these there was also an 
indication of competition with the children for the mother's 
affection. Examples of this were: 
"Every time I'm home I'm always picking an ar-
gument with my wife and 'jump' on the kids. 
Because I'm not working she 'nags' even more 
just like my mother used to." 
11 If it's not my wife it's my mother-in-law. 
They just don't know how to discipline the 
kid and I always wind up arguing with all of 
them. My wife 'babies' the children too much 
anyway." 
Other problems of a varying nature were discussed 
in treatment by ten patients of this total group. These 
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II 
~I 
II 
II 
concerned mainly other social contacts in their environment. 
In one case the patient expressed his anger toward army offi-
cera while he was in the service and seemed to displace this 
anger on other authority figures in his environment, es-
pecially policemen. He further indicated that the army al-
1 ways made it . hard on him and now he felt that some of his own 
I friends did this. In two cases patients commented to the 
effect that they were easily bored when they were with 
" friend.s, or unhappy, and preferred to be alone. Two stated 
II that they were very sensitive and were always being hurt by 
I 
their friends. Another felt inadequate and was always a-II 
II 
'I fraid that people would not accept him. Another felt that 
he had to always be on guard with people out of the fear of 
being criticized by them. One stated that he felt that he 
was superior to other people and for this reason withdrew 
from them because he could not get along. Of the remaining 
1 two in this group one felt that he was only liked when he 
bought the drinks for the boys, and the other always feared 
~hat he might do to his friends when he would become intox-
I 
I 
I 
I 
icated. 
In five of the fifteen ca ses there was no mention 
of significant problems outside of employment and marital 
problems. It was generally felt by the social workers that 
these feelings were all related to insecurity, guilt, hos-
'l till ty toward people, failure and inadequacy, dependency, 
I! 
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II 
and rejection with this group. 
Use of 'rreatment 
After these fifteen patients had become involved in 
treatment with a caseworker, the three who had originally 
shown interest continued with the same attitude throughout 
treatment. Of the ten who showed partial interest, eight 
appeared to accept some connection between their emotional 
problems and physical symptoms. After several interviews 
interest was shown in continuing treatment. Two of these 
accepted some connection but remained ambivalent about 
treatment although they continued. 
Table 9 indicates the length of time in casework 
treatment. The two who had been in treatment between one 
and five months had had at least six, treatment interviews. 
One had terminated treatment after six hours and the other 
after eight. Both had terminated as the result of ceasing 
to keep appointments. The remaining thirteen continued in 
treatment and were di~charged by plan. 
Limited treatment goals were formulated in all 
cases. As pointed out in Chapter II in the discussion of 
treatment goals, because of the inadequate ego structure 
and nature of the defenses in patients who express , their con-
flicts through somatic symptoms, limited goals are used by 
I the social worker to help the patient to understand his own 
,, involvement and to recognize the stress situations which 
34. 
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TABLE 9 
LENGTH OF TIME IN CASEWORK TREATIVlENT 
Months 
1-5 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
Total 
create anxiety, conflict, and hostility. 
No. of Patients 
2 
-2 
' 2 
3 
3 
2 
_L 
15 
The focus is al-
ways on the immediate reality problem that is a ggravating 
the emotional disturbance. 
In eleven of these cases the focus was primarily on 
the job .situation. In the seven cases in which the patients 
were acting out their hostility, limited goals were set by 
the worker to encourage the expression of these feelings in 
the interview situation in an accepting, non-judgmental at-
1 mos phere .• . With the use of supportive therapy and clarif'i-
cation the patient was enabled to understand what these 
feelings meant to him and how they affected him in his re-
lationships. This served the patient with a corrective ex-
perience in order that he could channel these feelings more 
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constructively. In the four of these eleven cases where 
hostile feelings were suppressed, the goals were to provide 
a relationship for the patient to express his hostile feel-
ings and show him that they did not mean rejection. Through 
this supportive relationship at t empts were made at clarifi-
cation to help the patient deal with hostility producing 
~ituations by exppessing feelings rather than internalizing 
them and producing symptoms. In the four remaining cases 
of the fifteen the focus was primarily Qn the marital sit-
uation. Again limited goals were used a s described above. 
The treatment techniques were supportive therapy with clari-
fication. 
Fro~ time to time in three of the cades in the total 
study group the focus was shifted to the patient's symptoms. 
II This was necessary because of the ill e f f ect the symptoms 
" , were having on the physical health of the patient. The goal 
I was to provide the patient with an emotionally satisfying 
~ experience which would allay his dee p-ieated feelings of in-
security and inadequacy. The relationship itself provided 
him with enough of a satisfying experience so that he could 
go on in trea tment. 
Psychological support was the basic treatment method 
used in all cases. This consisted of encouraging the patient 
to s peak freely and to express his feelings about his cir-
cumstances. Sympathetic understanding was shown of these 
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feelings and an indication that the worker was interested 
II 
and wanted to help the patient. 
Attempts at clarification were made in all cases 
after an adequate casework relationship had been established. 
By listening to the patient and commenting, asking questions 
II' or pointing out the inconsistencies and inappropriate e-
i motions the patient was helped to think m.ore clearly and re-
11 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
act more realistically to stressful situations. 
In regard to the symptomatic status of the fifteen 
patients, five did not mention symptoms after treatment had 
begun and eight continued to have them but much more infre-
quently. The two remaining were the self-terminations and 
the records disclosed that there was no improvement in these 
cases. 
In Table 10 the reasons for termination of the fif-
teen patients are shown. Thirteen had improved at termina-
tion. It is interesting to note tha t this occurred despite 
the fact that ten of these had shown only a partial accept-
ance of treatment at intake. Three were terminated im-
proved at their own request while ten were terminated im-
proved after joint planning between the worker and the 
patient. The two who were self-terminated after ceasing to 
keep appointments were discharged unimproved. 
As a result of casework treatment nine patients 
had shown improvement in their functioning on .the job. 
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TABLE 10 
REASON FOR TEffi~INATION 
Reason 
Patient Improved 
Self-termination (own request) 
Worker termination (discharged) 
Patient Unimproved 
Self-termination (CKA) 
Worker termination (discharged) 
Total 
Significant comments were: 
No. of Patients 
3 
10 
2 
_Q_ 
15 
"Things are goine; great on the job .now." 
"I never knew my boss could be such a great guy. 11 
11 I seem to enjoy my work better now." 
Another patient had quit one job to take another in which he 
was happier. Another had returned to the day shift. This 
man had previously changed to nights because he was always 
arguing with his day boss. 
Four patients showed a better adjustment in their 
relationships with wives and children. One was able to dis-
cuss problems with his wife in a more realistic manner with-
out getting angry. Another never knew his wife could be so 
understanding . Another was able to express his feelings at 
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home more comfortably, and a fourth was taking his wife and 
children out with him more often without getting into diffi-
culities with them. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CASE PRESENTATIONS 
In this chapter an attempt is ma de to shou hovJ the 
pat ient 1-Ji th a diagnosis of psychophysiolo gic gastrointes-
tinal reaction functions in the cas ewoi'k p roce s s. THo c ases 
have been selected from the fifteen as being rep resenta tive 
of this p rocess. 
Each c ase presentation includes a brief sunm1ary of 
the patient's -life history and a summa ry of c aseirJOrk inter-
vieHs ~.,rhi ch illustrate the patients functioning in treatment. 
FolloHing each c ase there is a d iscuss ion shoVJing the 
setting of limite d g o a ls for this .patient and the casework 
t e chniques u tilized b y the social vwrker in his tre atment. 
Case A 
'rhis t VJenty-nine year old married man -.;-.ras referred to 
the 1-1enta1 Hygiene Clinic from the Me dic a l Se ction of the 
V. A. v1here he had b een receiving medicat ion ove r a long 
period of time 1-<1hi ch offered lit t le symp tomatic relief. 
He complained mainly of poor appetite, nausea, and occa-
sional vowi ting. There v.rere lesser comp l a ints of fati gue, 
and general irritability. He had lit t le to s a y about 
treatment a t the clinic, bu t his appro a ch se emed challeng -
ing ; that is, daring someone to help him. 
The patient had been brought up in orphanages until he 
was f'ourteen. He l earned at this time that his mother 
had died in h is e a rly childhoo d . He had no recollection 
of f amily life. The f'ather had abandoned him after his 
wife's death. He 1,-ms n olJ dead aild patient s p oke of hini 
t-Ji th some bitterness. He had sibling s bu t 1.vas not close 
t o t hem. He f e lt they lJere failures and so Has he. 
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The patient 1-·ras married and had two children age one and 
three. He -vmnted his f ami l y to have all that he had 
missed. He had sup ~J orted them fairly Hell although his 
health interfered Hith his Hark f orcing him to take time 
off. He vJas a garage me chanic. 
The patient had been in the army with a history of active 
combat in Europe during VJ . itl . II. His s-ymptoms first 
appeared vlhile in the service and after a long period of 
time he was fina lly hospitalized for a year, and sent 
home on a medical discharge. His symptoms have continued 
unaltered . 
His diagnosis at intake was psychophysiologic gastroin..:. 
testinal reac t ion manifested by the above name d symptoms . 
The patient in his first intervieH described his previous 
experi ence Hith psychiatric treatment in the service 
where he had felt r ejected because two of the the rapists 
l e ft the clinic Hh ile he uas in t reatment. He sta ted they 
did not help him i mp rove . The patient v1ent on t .c dis-
cus s ho1.·J ir:ei table and angr y he becomes "t·rith his 1-.rife at 
times over the feeding of the baby and cleaning the house . 
However , he stated that his wife was easy go ing and very 
relaxed. 
The patient stated that he had tried to fi gure out what 
upsetted him but found it diff icult. He stated that he 
remembered ge tting a pain in the stoma ch and feeling like 
vomiting "1-Jhen he had to go see a doctor . I'Jhen he vJas con-
fronted "t-Ii th this he began to laugh and applied it to the 
situat ion with the 1.-Jorker in that he suppose d he did feel 
this sarr1e Hay about coming in to talk t o the 1r.rorker . He 
felt this Hay because he Has afraid he 1-1ouldn 1 t kno1-.r hoH 
to express himself. 
He indicated that many times he f e lt he Has a failure 
al th.ough he had always taken care of his family adequately 
and they Here quite contented Hith this. The Harker com-
mented on the constant insecurity he had experienced both 
as a child and again lJhen in the service. The pati ent 
felt that this -vm s the i.·my i t had t o be and he could never 
s ee any security for the future. He ahrays expected the 
Horst. The ~rorker p ointed out that t he pati ent did not 
appreciat e himself and seemed to constantly under-eval-
uate himself . 
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In the next intervie1-v the patient carne in shabbily 
dressed and sullen. He c omp l a ined of his inability to 
e a t and nauseous fe e ling s in his stomach. He mentioned 
hoi·J as a child he used to overeat in the orphanage al -
though t he fo od Has poor . However he always felt hu.ngry 
af t erHara and more eating did not seem to satisfy him. 
He mentioned hovJ he felt his v.rife Has p ossessive and sen-
si tive and cried easily. He guessed it \·las because s h e 
-vms an only ch ild and had be en spoiled. He contrasted 
~imself to t~is as being brought up in ru1 orphanage . 
r he patient announced in ~is next intervie1-v that he had 
been laid off. The worker encouraged the patient to 
reapply to several compani es that used his t ype of em-
ployment . The Harker stressed that if he 11-.ren.t to these 
p l a ces ~lith his usual rri run no t hing 11 attitude he v-rouldn't 
get very far . The v-rorke r helped the patient evaluate a 
little more realistica lly v-rhat he had to offer an emp loyer 
and stressed that he had to make the employer feel that 
he would be a good employee . 
In psychiatric consultation it vlas felt that this 1--ras a 
frightened, insecure man and it was important at first to 
get h i m t o talk about his fears because of the serious -
ness of the eating probl ems. I t v-ras also important to 
quickly as s ociate these fears to his not eating . The 
pat ient had to be shmm that he could depend upon himself. 
At this "GJ.me the patient appeared to be fighting a tre-
mendous need for oral dependency. 
In the next interviei-J the patient Has quite depressed 
and poured out his fee lings of inadequacy relating them 
to the fear that he would not be able to supp ort his fa.111-
ily. He had not been eating Hell and he seemed to recog -
nize that he ate less as his v-rorries increased. The 
patient indica ted that he ·vranted to vrork in another field 
but it Has p ointed out that he shoHed considerable a -
bility in his ov-m l ine of Hork vJhi ch was ru1 au to mechanic. 
He seemed pleased Hith this and began to speak about his 
job in positiv e tei'Yrls. As he went on he revealed con-
side rable resentment tov-rard his fell ow workers which 
sternmed from the fact that he felt left out and alone at 
times. The Harker restated this to the patient to clar-
ify his f ee l ings about being left out and alone as a child. 
Bece.use the patient 1rms losing 1.-.reight ove r his inabil-
ity t o eat Hith t he added difficulty of nause ous feeling s 
--=======It==-
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the nex t intervie-vr vms focused on his symptoms. The 
worker brought the discus s ion back to his experiences in 
the orphanage and asked him how h e thought a child of t wo 
woul d react if he Here taken away from his parent and 
p laced in an orphanage . ~~e patient quickly stated that 
he "Lvas quite sure that the child vTould not be able to eat . 
The ·Horker stated that this was a t yp ical reaction. The 
patient went on to say ho ;,v- he had hated the pe ople in the 
orphanage and ~trent on to his army experiences, describing 
his hatred for the officers; espe cially General Patton , 
and how "1·Jhen he fel t t h is -r.vay he cou ld not eat . He just 
-vmnted t o f i ght back . The 1rrorker mentioned that he s eemed 
to tak e it out on every one by not eating , r a ther than 
really fi ghting back . The vrorker pointed out further 
that Hhen he l·las in a situation in Hhich h e Has lonely 
such as at VJork or when he hat ed pe op le in au thority s u_ ch 
as in the orphanage and the a rmy, he . cou ld not eat . He 
ansl.vered , "Yes , there is a pattern there all right . 11 
The patient s pent the next fe vJ inte rviews talking about 
holv inadequate he always felt with people. 'r11e worker 
again repeated to him his positive accomplishments. 
In the next interview t h e patient complained of stomach 
s;;-:m.ptoms. The v-rorker encouraged him to talk about this. 
The worker 1r·Tondered if this meant he uas angry Hi th th.e 
vJOrker for some reason. The patient deni ed this Emd then 
vient on to tell the vJOrker that he only got along 1.d th 
his Hife superficially but at times hated her especi a lly 
recently when s he wouldn 1 t take a trip I>Ji th him. The 
Horker indicate d that it vias understandable at times that 
he vJou l d ge t angry over things such as this and that this 
was not wrong . Apparently these depressed feeling s of 
ange r had crea t ed g·u ilt i n the pat ient. The patient 
se emed to fe e l someHhat reassu red af t er this explanation 
by the worker. 
In the next intervi ew the patient seemed to be more re-
laxed and had lost h i s sullene ss. He informe d the irJorker 
· that he had an a r gc:_men t v.ri th his Hife ove r their p roposed 
trip Hhich s he ref'used a.fte r Nhich they bo th a greed that 
it could b e p os tponed for an.o ther time . He :felt rather 
g ood about t h is although no t recognizing Hhy . 
In the next severa l intervie1.vs the p atient 1 s attitude 
had changed for the better. He vias eating more a...11.d there 
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HaS a lessening of his stomach symptoms . 
In a subsequent inte rvie-vr the patient announced that 
h e had no t hing t o talk about . He was still e ating 1'1Tell 
and had no vomiting s pells . He did c ompl a in that his 
vlife i·m s irritating him a rou nd her sensitivity and her 
fussing over the children and he vTOuld have · 11 t·rords rr vli th 
her . Ho1ve v er, t hey manage d t o thi'ash ou t their p roblems 
at the end of each argu~1ent . At this point the wo r ker 
p ointe d out to the patient the fact that h e ivas unemployed 
and ord i nari l y he vJOuld h a ve become panicky and sick but 
now he stated that he is fee ling Hell. He recognized 
t h is and Hondered l;rhy he Has unabl e t o b e come u p set a-
bout i t . 
During the next month the patient bec BJne ac t ive in job 
hunting and l.Jas shoHi ng ini ti a ti ve in making definite 
p l ans for the future inste a d of f ee ling inade quate . 
In the month fo lloHing he returned t o h i s old me chanic's 
job . On one occasi on he stated h e b e c ame upset b e c ause 
his chi l d had ii'ri tat ed him and he dis cip lined hei' . Th i s 
vJas the first time he had eve r exp res:.sed BJ1Y hos t ile f e el-
i n gs tohTard his child and v-rent t o t h e extent of saying 
that at times he felt his children handicapped h i m. 
He a ls o expresse d c onside r ab l e concern oveb the oldest 
chi ld's behavior vrhich began to upse t h ir;1 considerably. 
Hoi·rever , h e and h i s 1-rife discuss e d some of the reasons 
fo r t he behavior and c oncluded t hat it 1rrou ld be be s t to 
i gnore it. Apparently the ch ild -vras having an e a ting 
p roblem. The ·v.rorker assured the patient that he had 
a c ted irJell in t his situat ion. 
I n the inter vievJ following , the worke r dis cussed wi th 
the patient hoH at times he r efuse d to eat a s a meEms of 
sho1-ring h is angr y fee ling s t ovrard her . The p atient fel t 
that t his was t r ue and adC. e d that a t ti~nes he vJent out 
of h is \·.ray t o start fights i·Ji t h h i s Hife. The patien t 
1.-rent on to say that at times he refused sexu.al relat ions 
Hi th his vlife . The worker Hondel~ed if this Has anothe r 
-v:ray of s h o1,rine; his h ostility t o1;·rard he r. 'The vJOrker 
p ointe d out that his attitu de t oHard sex BJ1d e 2. ting vJe re 
ve ry upsett ing t o h is v.Jife . He seemed t o a ccept t his 
and d i s c·ussed i t free l y . 
-~~--
--
In the n ext int erview the patient had been v ery upset 
ove r ail inci dent i n H~li ch he had to s p ank his gi r l for 
run ning into the street and a l most getti n g hurt . He fel t 
g dl ty ovei' thi s afte rl.r e..rd and fe l t like v omi t ing . He 
talked a g r eat de a l about disc i p lining and h o1--1 muc h i t 
bothered hir;:. . He vms ang r y ·Hith h i s Hife faT' no t handl-
ing thi s h erse l f . The worker r eas s , red t he p atien t that 
he had done He ll in this a r ea an d seeme d t o know more a -
bout d i scipline than he had figured he did . 
In the next in t erview the patient discuss ed a lot of h is 
n egati ve feelings t oVJard t he army . 
For several Heeks the p atient b e c ame increasingly upset 
by the -vJar ne•,rs from Korea and suddenly developed severe 
stomach pains f or awhile . 
In another i nte rvi e1'v the patient dis cussed an operation 
he had 1tJhile in the s ervice. He related t hat prio r t o 
le e.v ing for o ve rs eas duty he became very sick which nece s -
sitated hospitalization. A diagnosis of ki~Dey stone 
Has made . For s i x months he s t ated he Has made t o lie on 
a t able naked while doctors Hou ld look at him Hith a 
c ystos c ope . This wa s neces sary b e c ause they Here attemp -
ting t o disso lve t he k idney stone rather than u se sur-
gery . He f e l t angry e.t the f a ct that he 11 was an exhi -
bi t ion . 11 
In the next inte T'vieH the patient a gain dis cussed his 
hos p italizati on s tating that t wo months following his 
discharge from the hosp i tal he was sent int o combat. He 
x•esented t h is stD.ting that others l.Vould get limited s er-
vic e follo·Hing su ch an event but no t he . He a gain ex-
pT'es s ed a great deal of anger ove r t he fact that he was 
b e ing vie~ll'ed by doctoT's Hhi l e he v.ras h osp i ta.lized as if 
he were a "showpiece ." The worker pointed out that this 
c ertainly must have b e en upsettin g to him and he could 
unclers tand his ange r toward them. 
During the next f ev; mon ths the patient lll'as seen regu-
l a rly and most of the above mat e rial VJe.s repeated and 
gone over with the Harker . The patient indicated that 
he Has feeling much bet t er t owa rd the end. He re a lized 
that vlhen stres s situations came u p he vrould become up-
set vJ"i th resu lting stomach symptoms . He f e lt that he 
starte d to fee l m~ch bette r after he h ad discussed his 
kidney opera tion ful.d his gngr y feelings of being on llex -
hibi tion" although he did no t understand why . 
The patient at this p oint requested to terminate tre a t-
ment and he 1·ms subsequentl y d i scharged as improved. He 
had been in treatment -for seventeen months . 
Discussion of Case A 
In this case the pat i ent presented a p ictul"'e of a 
person v-rho had few if any satisfying emotional experiences. 
~'lith a chilcli1.ood of deprivation and rejection , trau..ma t ic 
service e xperience, the stresses of combat, and a -viife un-
able to meet some of his dependent needs , he deve l oped an 
a cti tude of ins e Cl).ri t y toHards life, fee l ing inadequate 
and 2.. total fai lure. 
Such early deprivations in life are thought to pro-
duce in a person strong needs for oral dependency and it 
is significant that his symptoms Here those of nausea and 
vomiting. This type of person needs to receive and c annot 
g i ve , and finds ordinary demands in life very threatening . 
In the first fel.r intervieHs the ·Horker a llolJed the 
11 p atient to discuss his p roblems, his ideas about his symp-
toms , and his feelings of inadequacy and fai l ure . He 1rms 
reassured by the 1vorker lvho pointed out the p os:l t i ve 
thing s he 1rms doine:; such as supporting h:ls fruni ly adequately . 
I-I:ls deprived childhood Has d iscus sed s.s being a c au.se.ti ve 
factor in some of his present fe e lings . The ':Jorker accepted 
the p atient and made no demands on h i m. 
vJhen the pati ent announced that he had been l a i d off 
his j ob , a g8.in the ~rorker made no deman.ds and heli)ed him 
· lan realistically f or ano tb.er job . She continued to T'eas-
sure him of his ab i l i t ie s by point ine; out his p osi t ive 
strengths . She at tem9t ed to be a support up on -wb.ich this 
vJeak person could lean . 
As the relationship deepened , the patient Has able 
to d iscuss his resentment at being left out of thing s both 
at home and at ~,rork . Tb.ese were important areas in his pre -
sent life situation that -were re p etitious of the rejecti on 
he fel t as a ch ild . 
Tl1.e relat ionship continued to be supportive and i·Ji th 
the vJ"orker 1 s acceptanc e and non- d emanding attitude , the 
pati ent l·Jas ab le to ezpress some hostile feeling s toHard 
h is Hi fe , something 1r-1hicb. the pat ient had not been ab le t o 
do without having guilt feelings . ~{i·ch the worker ' s ac -
ceptance of this Hithout be i n g judged nor re j ected , the 
patient Has able to re peat this at home and found a gain 
that i t did not mean rejection . Follo~-ving this there ·Has 
improvement in the patient ' s symptoms and a t titude . 
However, he continued to become irritated by his 
-vJ"ife 1 s f'ussiness over the children; perhaps because this 
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de p endent peT·son lonc.;e d for the atten t i on from her that they 
received . 
His im:9rovement continued in s p ite of this and the 
stress of being unemployed Ha s coped vri th rrmch better than 
he had in the past . 
Once t he patient had r eached this s a tisfactory l eve l 
the ·Harke r focused u p on the emp loy-ment situation a."1d made 
I! demands upon him by directing the interviews to this subject. 
I The patient 1-.ras able to respond ve ry ·Hell . He becmne inter-
' ested and used his own initiative in planning for himself . 
This was a bi g s t e p for the patient because i t required of 
him somethin g he Has not able to do in the past as evidenced 
by his characteristic irmnob ili ty and self devaluation when 
thing s went wrong . 
During this pei'iod he Has also able to recognize and 
express hostile feelings tovrard his children . Hi th t he 
~) atient ab l e to progress to this p oint, tho HOl"ker clarified 
for the ;x~.ti ent the man_YJ.e r in uhi ch he used :'o.is inab ili t y to 
e at ru1d h is disinterest in sex relat ions as an express ion of 
hostility toHard his Hife because he Has mmre of hoH nru. ch 
they ups 'et her. 
The pati ent fe l t that improvement in him came Hhen he 
brought out his fee lings around the operation and subse-
quently b eing sent into a c t ive combat. Hith this person 
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who had exp erienced so rrm. ch rejec t ion, it "L<-Jas apparent that 
his return t o duty ru1.d seeing others in the h osp ital remain 
behind meant to the pati ent a final rejection and perhaps 
death. This incident vias important be c ause this was the 
first time the pati ent 1-ve.s ab le t o verbalize these feelings. 
The pati ent continued t o :ma intain an adequate l eve l 
of ad j ustment after this·. This p resumably resulted from 
the Harker 's giving t o the p atient a satisfa c tory emotional 
life exp erience t hrough the medium of the re lationsh i p . 
Thi s rel a tionsh i p l..Jas a supportive one in Hhich the 
I;Jorker 1 s a cc e p tance and reassu rance p rovided the p atient 
with enough confidence to express his fee lin g s and emotions 
whi ch up until no·H we r e b locked . The worker pPoceeded a t 
the patient 1 s pac e to the p oint 1-1here the worker Has able to 
makesome demands of the patient keep ing ahmys in mi nd tha.t 
this t yp e of person needed t o be g ivento and could not give 
too readily. 
By sho1·Jing the patient interest and concern the 
1'1Torker vms a b l e to g ive him a life experience in Hhich there 
l·Jas no rejection. As a rem.1l t of this cori 'ec t i ve exp eri ence 
t h e patient began to se e himse lf l ess and less as an in-
a deq1.:l.ate p erson . 'rl1.e s yJ.np t oms of vo:rr.:i t ing and nausea l e s-
sene d and the patient was dis charg ed as i mproved. The 
t-rorke r pat i ent relationshi p provided the context in 1,Jhich 
support ive therapy and a t tempts a t clarifi cation cou ld b e 
effecti ve l y use d. 
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Case B 
This thirty- four year old veteran i"Ias referred t o the 
Hental Hygiene Service from the Hedic a l Section of the Vet-
erans Adraini strati on ·Hhere he had requested medication. 
His chi ef complaint Has stomach pain and vomiting . He 
seemed quite dull and tal ke d little at intake . _He shoHed 
partial -accep tance of treatment feeling certain that he had 
an u lcer . The medi c a l r e cord showed the resul ts of x -rays 
Hhi ch Here negati ve . He Has diagnosed as psychophys iologic 
gastl"'ointestinal reaction manifested by gastric pain and 
vomiting . He had a past h i story of alcoholism. 
He Has the oldest of three children . Hi s mother died v-rhen 
he vms thirteen from the "f lu 11 after nursing the patient 
back to health from the same disease. This loss to him 
caused a temporary depression in the patient and he uent to 
live "tvi th an elderly aunt . Som.e years l ater his father 
remarried and he "tven t t o live with his father and stepmother. 
He stated he had gottin along uell with her but never men - · 
tioned his father. 
Before entering the servi c e in 1942 the pati ent married . 
He served in Guadalcru1.al with the Navy and felt that h is 
sym.ptoms star ted there . The patient 1 s wife ·~--ras eight years 
older and they had no children. He 1-10rked as a machinist . 
In his first intervievJ the patient "lvas spontaneous a.i'J.d 
seemed interested in coming . He spoke of the severe pai ns 
he got i n his stomach Nhile on the job and ho1.-J h e t·Jou l d 
have to vomit at times to feel better . The patient stated 
he h ad stoppe d drinking and only use d this to relieve his 
gastric pains . He mentioned that his s-y-n1ptoms started in 
the service but he didn 1 t 1mow why . 
In the next interview the patient s p oke large ly about his 
job and p l ant foreman H"hom he hated . He did, h o"t,reve r, 
show some positive feeling toward his iwmediate supervisor. 
In p s y chiatric consultation there 1,ras s pe culation about 
the fact that this man might possibl y be identified with 
some person on the job who served as a father fi gu.re and 
helped the pat i ent to functi on as v-re ll a s he "l·.ras doing. 
It i-fas als o felt that the patient had s plit hi s affect, 
disp l a cing hostility ont o the plant foreman and shov.ring 
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positive feeling t o1·mrd his bos s . The wife ~rho was older 
seemed to play the mother role for the patient , but it Has 
felt that she v.ras not sufficiently a ccep ting of him. It 
Has felt that the Horker -w-ould reinforce this herself. It . 
1.ras felt that the patient 1 s symptoms were re l ated to his 
passivity and fft1strated dependency needs. 
In the next interview the patient complained of severe gas -
tric pain. Ho1.rever , he quickly launched into a tirade 
about his job and ho1rJ much he hated it. Because p lans had 
been made to get his vJife into ti'eatment also, this ~vas 
discussed further with him. His only reaction I.•Tas t o say 
it was a ll right as long as he could get rid of his pains . 
He had previously been very ~1arded in talking about hi s 
vrife. T.ne patient discussed briefly some of h is past stat-
ing that his father and grB..J."ldfather alvrays v.ranted him to be 
a minister . He went on to say that he vJas expelled from 
hi gh school because of his behavior and tha t Has the end of 
his father's aspirations. He discussed other difficulties 
he had in school N"ith the teache rs and always felt that he 
Has the nblack sheep 11 of the family. He mentioned that his 
f e.ther l ater in lifo had offered him a home but he refused 
it. The pat i ent had ahrays felt ambivalent about accept-
ing anything from the father becrotse he felt he had let him 
do~<m. He attribute d his l ater drinking to this. 
In another inte rvievJ the pat i ent again talked about his dis-
like for his job and those Hho Horked Hi th him. He ~ras 
constantly argu.ing with the p lant foreman and enjoyed it 
bec e.us e it relieved his boredom. 
The worker and the patient discussed the relationship be-
tu-leen stomach pain and ange r directly. The patient then 
was able to bring out illustrations of hoH he got angry 
and then got a stoma ch pain. Later the patient described 
a pain in his leg and brought out the fee,r tha·c he might 
become paralyzed. The worker vJOndered if t here might be 
a connection betvmen this and the fact that his mother had 
a p aralyzed arm. He then connected the two and commented 
no further. 
In the ensuing 1-Jeeks the p atient discussed his going b a ck 
into the service and at the s arae time 1.vas making p lans t o 
buy a house and sett l e dovm. Al though his Hife ~ras being 
seen by another v-rorke r he never mentioned it. His gastric 
pains vre r e le ss frequent bu t he continued to feel anxiety 
on the job. 
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The 1rrorker left for t 1.vo Heeks Hnd Hhen the patient Has next 
seen h e had los t ten pounds . He had p oor appe tite and his 
gastric s ymptoms had increased. The worker suggested that 
he b e ex.o..rnined at the clinic ~,,rhere he ~-ras p laced on a 
s p ecial diet . The pati ent had procured another job in add-
ition t o the one he had in view of his purchasing a home . 
Tvm 'liveeks later the pat i ent had purchased a home and in-
formed the Horker tha t he 1.-Jas feeling much better, eating 
more, end his symptoms had lessened. The patient v-;ent on 
to s ay that he found himself less upse t at the plant now 
but not at home 1rrith his wife . He guessed they talk back to 
him at the plant but his wife didn 1 t and just walks off if 
they areue. 
The patient arrived unexpectedly Hithout an appointment, 
a_n.d asked to see theHorker Hho vias seeing his Hife . He 
stated that he had argued a.t the plant , left vrork and came 
home to argue with his v.rife. He then started drinking . He 
cried for about t en minutes. The Horker stated that she 
Has g l ad he had come here. He pounded the desk saying , "But 
1.·.rhy can't she see that . 11 Although his Hife didn 1 t argue 
ui th him he lm.evJ that she 'tvas &"'lgry and he couldn 1 t s te.nd 
this. He loved her but this Has too rrmch . The worker 
assured the patient that she could understand his feelings 
and he ~,,ras doing his best . He expressed aJ.J.ger and resent-
ment toward his foreman. He became defensive at this point 
out of the fear that the worker Houl d blmne him. \fuen the 
Horker comrnented on this he stated that eve rybody else 
b lam.ed him. The Horker assured him that this Has no t tru.e 
in her c ase. The patient had developed a 11 tic 11 of the - head 
and it kept snapping from side to side. He stated t hat he 
had had it for several . vJeeks but noH it Has r e al bad . The 
worker arranged for an examination for him . 
The patient returned another time without an app ointment 
"Lvhen he 1.vas intoxicated. He cried and state d that some-
one had to do something for him . He commented Hhat a 1.von-
derful guy his foreman vras and at the same time he vJanted 
to kill him. He wanted the 1r10rker to call his Hife and 
have a joint interview. He said he was going to lose his 
job and he v.ranted the vmrker to talk to his boss about this 
matter and the worker agreed. 
The "~<rorker talked to the union head v.rho denied this and 
told the 1.mrker t o have the patient return to his job. 
-------
-
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The 1,ro1"ker then talked to the patient 1 s foreman. ~>Jho stated 
he couldn 1 t understand the patient and ·Hhy the patient 
hated him -so. The 1<Vorker explained briefly to the foreman 
that although it appeared this Hay it 1-vas not the case. He 
v-rent on to say that in effect the patient had a great deal 
of resp ect for him and therefore uas oversensitive to cri-
ticism and disapproval . 
'The patient returned to Hork and in the ensuing v.reeks he 
complained less and Jiess about his symptoms. Hm·rever his 
job continued to be a source of difficulty for the patient 
although each time he walked off the job it Has given back 
to him. The patient finally quit this job and b e crune a 
salesmen for a brush company . He seemed to enjoy t his more 
and felt bett e r as he had indicated in his intervielJS. 
lvi th t:b...is improvement in the patients f u nctioning he Has 
terminated from treatment and asked t o retu.rn vrhen he felt 
the ne ed for it. This patient had been in treatment ·for 
eleven months . 
Discussion of Case B 
This pat i ent displayed marked ambivalence toi·.rard im-
portant persons in his environment . He had strong depen-
dency n ee ds 1-..rhich had been frustrated by a forceful, demand-
ing foreman and a v-rife , an apparent mother substitute Hho 
Has unable to satisfy his needs in this respect . His drink.;.. 
ing "!<laS an attempt to satisfy these needs. 
As the relationship deepened the patient was able to 
talk about his past . ~vith a supp ortive relat ionship estab-
lished by the wox'ker Is accepting , non- judgmental attitude, 
, the ·t-.rorker clarified for the patient the relationship be-
tvJeen his gastric pains and his anger . The patient under-
stood this and accepted it, for he had brought out his own 
exrunp l es to corroborate it. 
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~Vhen the patient brought out his fear of b e coming 
paralyzed, the u orker again po inted out a c onne c t ion betl·Jeen 
his fears and the fact that his mother had been paralyzed . 
The patient 1 s ambivalence appeared again in relation 
to his plannin g for the future. He decided to go back into 
the servi ce on the one hand andto purchase a home on the 
o ther . The worker did not p oint out these inconsistencies 
in his thinking. The strong degree of dependency on the 
Horker by the patient v.ras sho1->m in t h e rar) i d vJOrsening of 
the pat i ent 1 s condi t ion Hhen the woi'ker 1oJas on v a.c at ion 
whi ch \"Jas imp ortsnt in treatment. 
After the pati ent vras ab l e t o make a decision t o buy 
a home , this vJas p ointed out t o him and he shovJed improve -
ment in his attitudes and symptoms. He stated he enjoyed 
arguing at times but wished his Hif e Hould a rgue back , shoH-
ing here his des ire t o be treated like a man . VJhen he did 
not receive acceptance from his 1orife because of the argu-
ment he had in the p l ant he rushe d to the clinic and his 
-vro r ker , 11 the mother , 11 and like a little boy wanted her to 
straighten every thing out . The worker did not alloH the 
pati ent t o p l s_ce her i n this role but tried to treat him 
like a gPol-m man , reassu Ping him that he h a d d one his best 
and that s h e h ad confi dence in his abili ty t o do things 
for himself'. 
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_l_ 
When. the patient had develope d a 11 tic 11 the I>Iorker 
made arra_i1.gernen ts for his examination shoHing she could d o 
II vTha t I·.Jas b eyond his limi t s but that he had t o h andl e those 
p r ob l ems -vJi thin h i s ovm c apaci t i es . 
The p e. t i ent af te r drinking a gain c ame to the lvorke r 
I
I I·Ji th demands asking the vJorke r t o strai ghten out his job at 
t he p l an t . The Ha rke r did do this on t his o ccas ion to take 
I 
I 
some p r e ssu re off t he patient . HoHeve r , t h e re w2.s the danger 
the.t the patient mi ght h a ve become more anxiou s end gttilty 
at h is m-m inadequacy in n eeding hi s 11mothe r 1s11 he l p t o hru1.dle 
hi s p roblems . 
The pat i ent after r eturning t o vJOrk c ontinued t o 
hs.ve difficu l t ie s on the job . I t Has only vihen he had fin -
ally quit h is job that t he pati ent sh01.1ed real i mpr ovement 
" b oth i n -symp toms and i n attitude . 
Throughou t the treatmen t p roc e ss the Ha r ke r consis -
tently attempted to p rovide a r e l ati onship t ha t -vras a ccept-
ing of the p a t i ent 's l•re aknesses and in Hhi ch t he pt'.ti ent 
cou l d d e rive su pport . The wor ker managed to d i s cou r age 
ove r dependenc e vrhi c h co•1l d PI'ove t rou blesome in treatment . 
Th e p a t i en t managed on h i s own t o bu y 8. home Hi t hou t the 
-v.rorke r inte r veni n g and at ru1other time ·Has ab le to f a c e the 
r e ality that she c ou l d no t settle his p roblems vJ i th h is Hife . 
II 
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The liOrke r at a ll times focused UJ:) On the irnmediate 
r eality situa tion. As the supp ortive relationship d e epened 
she was able to clarify the connec t ion behreen symptoms and 
feelings. The relationship -vras used to meet some of the 
patient t s dependenc y needs Hhi le at the sarne time support 
was used in r eassuring the patient of his mm capabilities . 
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CHAPTER V 
Sln~RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study -v-ras to explox•e the charac-
teris tics of these patients , 1.-rho gave nausea and vomiting as 
the ir p redominant somatic compl aints , and the Hay they 
functioned in casework treatment in a psychiatric setting . 
The 1-v-ri ter sought to ansuer from this study the follo-vring 
questions: 
1. How did the patient p re sent his request and 
complaints at i ntake? 
2. ~fuat Here the principal probl em areas discussed 
in treatment? 
3. ~mat Here the treatment goals and methods? 
4. HoH ~vas casev-rork treatment helpful? 
Chanter I descPibed the s cope of the study , the se l e c t ion of 
the sa::.11._J le, the method of procedupe , the limitations of the 
study, a r evi eH of the literature r egarding similar studies 
already done , and a descx•iption of the setting . In Chapter 
II the background f or the study -vms given . 'This included 
the psychosomatic concept of gastroint~stinal illness, social 
1--rork treatment goals with patients having somatic symptoms, 
and a discuss ion of' caseHork teclmiques. In Chapter III the 
characteristics of the f i fteen patients were studied in terms 
of personal andsocial data; intake data , problems in current 
inte r persona l relati~nships , and the use of treatment. In 
Chapter IV t1v-o case sumrnaries Here presented as being re-
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presentative of the fifteen cases studied in te~1s of set-
ting of limited goals and the use of psychological support 
and clarification in their treatment. 
The first question this study set out to ansivei' -v.ras 
hoH the patient presented his request and complaints at in-
take . Ten had r eq1.. 1.ested medical treatment, three had asked 
for psychiatric treatment, and the remaining t1·m had re-
quested help but did not specify v;rhat kind. 
All fifteen complained of nausea and vomiting at in-
take with a variety of lesser somatic complaints. With the 
except ion of four for whom information ivas not available 
the patients indicated that their symptoms began during or 
right after their service experience. Only three of these 
\..Jere able to connect their symptoms with life situations 
ru~d t heir reactions to them . In eight cases the patients 
seemed to have little ru1derstanding of their o1·m involve-
ment in stress pi'oducing situations. It Has appm'ent, how-
ever, in all cases that situations Hhich pl"'ovoked anger, 
resentment, and disappointment seemed to be follo-vmd by 
stomach symptoms . 
The second question was concerned with the principal 
problem areas discussed in treatment . Difficult interper-
sonal relationships in employment , primarily foremen, were 
discussed in eleven cases. In four cases difficult marital 
relationships v.rere producing anxiety and Here discussed in 
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treatment. Ten of the fifteen patients for whom informa-
tion 1.-Jas available discussed lesser problems around inter-
personal relationships with other social contacts. Symp-
toms were discussed also from time to time 1-Ii th three pat-
ients of this group because of the affect they were having 
on the patient's physical health. 
In general these problems produced an.,"'{iety and ten-
sion 1.-rhich were believed to aggravate the stomach condition. 
In all cases there lJas difficulty in handling hostile feel-
ings. Some being repressed and some acted out in the en-
vironrnent. 
The third question referred to treatment goals and 
methods used Hith this group . Because of the inadequate ego 
structure of these patients Bnd the nature of their defenses 
the treatment goals ivere limited in all cases. The focus 
Has always on the situations in the environment t-Jhich pro-
duced anxiety and the vJOrker dealt with these problems as 
they realistically reflected the patients adjustment to his 
environment. These goals Here set to encourage the express -
ion of hostile feelings so that these feelings could be cla-
rif'ied t o the patient to enabl e him to understand what they 
mefu~t and how they af'fected him; to provide the patient with 
an emotionally satisfying experience shol.ring him that not 
all emotional relationships need be as insecure as past ones; 
and to sholl the patient that the expression of hostile feel-
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ings do not mean rej e ction and that he can express these 
feelings rather than direct them against himself and pro-
duce symptoms. 
The overall goal was not to remove the s~ymptoms per 
se but to as s ist the patient in expressing and understand-
ing his feelings t o the end of impr oving his interpersonal 
relationships ·and halt the aggravation of his basic problem 
and interrupt the repetitive pattern. 
The basic treatment methods used in all cases were 
p sy chological support and clarification. As stated in the 
literatur e there is little hope of effecting a pers6nality 
change ~rith these patients so that the obj e ctive must be to 
help him function at his best level seeking to prevent re-
gre ssion to a lower level. 
Question four Has concerned 1-vi th the r.·Iay case~·Iork 
treatment was helpful 1rJi th this group. Nine showed improve-
' ment in their adjustment to their Hives and children. TvlO 
Here discharged from tre a t ment after ceasing to keep appoint-
ments. 
The status of the patients' SJ1I11ptoms at di scharge 
shoHed that .five did not mention them after treatment had 
begun and eight continued t o experience them but much more 
infrequently. 
It can be concluded from this s t udy that pati ents 
Hi th gastrointestinal disorder•s can function adequately in 
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in caseHork tre atment provided that the worker sticks to 
the reality si tuat ions that are aggravating the emotional 
disturbance and does not be come involved in areas b eyond 
his ability where he cou l d p roduc e damaging results . 
Treatment must be directed tol..Jard relieving the anx -
iety produ ced by the reality situati on Hhich may incident-
a l ly result in a lo ss of symptoms but l·Jhich is not the 
pri mar y purpose. A better adjustment to reality si tuations 
is the result of caseHor k treatment 1-vi th patients suffer-
ing from psychophysiological ,sastrointestinal disorders. 
/ 
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PERSONAL AND SOCIAL DATA 
Age 
Religion 
National origin 
Marital status 
Education 
APPENDIX 
SCHEDULE 
Employment history and current employment 
Composition of parental family 
Source and amount of income 
INTAKE DA'rA 
Referral source 
Complaints at intake 
What did patients see their symptoms stemming from? II 
What stresses did patient see operating at this time? 
What did patient ask for at intake? 
Diagnosis at intake 
Attitude toward treatment 
PROBLEiviS IN CURRENT INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
Wife 
Children 
Employers 
Other social contacts 
TBEATI~lENT 
Length of time in treatment 
What were the goals? 
What were the treatment methods? 
What was the reason for termination? 
What was the status of symptoms at discharge? 
In what areas was there improvement in patient's 
functioning? 
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